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Annotasiya: Мaqolada bank va moliyaviy institutlar o‘rtasidagi raqobat 

mexanizimini mohiyati va funksiyalari, moliyaviy institutlar xizmatini tashkil etish 

xususiyatlari yoritilgan. Respublikamiz tijorat banklarida raqobatni takomillashtirish 

bo‘yicha ilmiy taklif va amaliy tavsiyalar ishlab chiqilgan. 

Kalit so‘zlar: raqobat, bank, moliya institutlari, moliyaviy texnologiyalar, 

moliyaviy katomeratlar, risk, qimmatli qog‘ozlar, unversal bank. 

Аннотация: Данная статья посвящена описанию сущности и функций 

механизма конкуренции между банками и финансовыми организациями, а 

также особенностей организации обслуживания финансовых организаций. 

Разработаны научные предложения и практические рекомендации по 

повышению конкуренции между коммерческими банками в стране. 
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Annotation: This article deals with the description of the essence and functions 

of competition mechanism between banks and financial organizations, as well as the 

peculiarities of organizing services for financial organizations. The scientific 

proposals and practical recommendations have been developed to increase 

competition between commercial banks in a country. 
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Introduction. Recent researches conducted in this field indicate that the entry of 

various organizations into financial market has led to amplified competition in 

banking sector and an urgent need to address various problems faced by banks. An 

increase in the range of services in the financial sector also led to remarkable changes 

in the structure of banking sector. This requires creation of a modern transformable 

structure of banks, widespread use of world and advanced information technologies. 

If modern universal banking requires slowness, bureaucracy, inefficiency, ignorance, 

inability to cope with risky situations, loss of income and inability to compete, it is 

necessary to reflect speed, strong professionals, and the use of modern banking 

technologies, continued profitability and competitiveness. The universalization of 

banks in developed countries is growing rapidly in world practice, while in 

developing countries this situation is gradually taking place. Universal Banking 

specializes in following areas in Uzbekistan:  information, risk, securities transactions 

and money management.  

In addition, the development of activities will lead to expansion of new types of 

banking operations. The method of “innovative thinking” is being widely promoted 
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for the application of new information technologies in banking system all over the 

world in practice. “Innovative thinking” refers to the introduction of new strategic 

marketing services in banking and widespread introduction of new banking 

technologies in banking operations. If bank accounted for 6 percent of total costs of 

importing technologies in service sector, today the cost of these technologies in 

developed countries indicates 25-30 percent of overall income. These changes and 

innovations will lead to the development of competition in internal setting for 

attracting customers to the new service sector. 

Literature overview. A number of researches have been conducted on finance 

market, the risk and competition in financial market system and other topics related 

to banking system. For instance, scientific issues on the problems of competition 

among Banks [1], competition in the Financial Sector, as well as overview of 

Competition Policies [2], implications of market power in banking: Evidence from 

developing countries [3], effect of credit market competition on lending relationships 

[4], managing banking system competition [5].  

Moreover corruption in bank lending, beneficial role of competition and 

information sharing [6], bank competition and stability [7], shadow banking, 

insurance and financial sector stability [8], directions for increasing competition 

between commercial banks [9], competition in the banking sector [10] are the objects 

of a lot of scientific works. 

Research methodology. The purpose of the research is to develop a mechanism 

of competition between banks and financial institutions and to draw scientific 

conclusions on the development of scientific and practical proposals and 

recommendations based on the analysis of the practice to provide an access to the 

interbank market. The literature on general economic and scientific articles on 

completion of  economists in banking and financial institutions, conclusions, 

proposals and recommendations based on the analysis of the written and oral 

feedback, expert assessment, observation of processes, a systematic approach to 

economic events and processes have been studied as a theoretical and methodological 

basis of  the article. There were used to systematize the data of banks and financial 

institutions, such as comparison, aggregation of theoretical and practical materials 

while studying the topic. 

Analysis and results. In world practice, companies, firms and large financial 

institutions competing with banks can be categorized as follows: 

 
Figure 1. Competitors of commercial banks in the interbank market 
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We know that the banks themselves are various financial institutions and large 

financial companies. That is the catheters of competitors of commercial banks. In 

recent years, another important competitive financial technology has been 

implemented into the banking market. It forced banks to pay special attention to this 

location area as well. 

The acceleration of the process of global integration is creating basis for the 

development of various processes in financial markets. Radical changes in the world 

economy lead to emergence of new products in financial markets of all countries, an 

increase in quality of services, creation of new innovative information technology 

products. This led to a sharp increase in competition in financial markets of any 

country. 

The creation of new innovative ideas by financial institutions or introduction of 

large sums of money in this area has led to fierce competition in the technology 

market. The introduction of new innovative ideas in any area is an important resource 

for its development. Today, the amount of investment by financial institutions is 

increasing to create and support innovative ideas. In particular, the contrastive study 

of change from 2010 to 2015 shows that it ranged from 54% to 59%. By 2022, this 

figure is projected at 63%. 

 

 
Figure 2: Mechanism for Assessing the Competitiveness of Commercial Banks 

Therefore, when assessing competition in the banking market, it is not important 

to take banks as a basis. At the same time, there is a mechanism for the effective 

assessment of competition between commercial banks as a result of studying the 

interbank competitive environment based on the identification of sources and 
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approaches to the data, their classification by factors and structure, determining 

specific indicators and timely implementation, urgent tasks in each area. We can 

consider these processes in the figure below in general. 

As can be seen from the figure above, it is possible to increase the 

competitiveness of banks in the interbank market by creating a mechanism to assess 

the competitiveness of commercial banks. 

So, the development of skills to compete with financial institutions entering the 

country's banking market should be the strategic goal of each bank. Competition 

between financial institutions and banks is gradually developing in the global banking 

market. This means that it is important for each country to keep abreast of changes in 

the banking market in a timely manner, to apply new innovative technologies in the 

banking sector. 

In general, financial institutions are an innovative component of modern 

international financial markets and have a high development potential. 

It is useful to study the latest trends in the world. Because at a time when 

tangible and intangible assets on the balance sheets of world banks are rapidly 

changing, it would be advisable for us to focus on not only exports, but also to 

modernize the use of know-how and technologies, taking the digital economy to a 

new level. 

The active use of financial technologies to improve the quality and popularity of 

financial services provided by commercial banks is also necessary. In particular, such 

technologies expands opportunities  to exchange credit information, establish 

cooperation with non-banking institutions and financial platforms within the 

framework of open banking. 

Conclusion. The following conclusions have been drawn as research outcome in 

order to further improve the banking competition in banking system. It is necessary 

to: 

- accept the development of financial institutions in the global financial market 

as a direct competitor in the banking market; 

- develop a system of measures for the use of digital technologies in the banking 

market; 

- improve further the use of new innovative types of banking services: digital 

payments, blockchain, remote services, internet banking; 

- implement modern banking experiences and assessment criteria, including the 

transition of modern IT systems to digital banking and support of previously 

implemented services; 

- carry out the identification and use of plastic cards of issuing banks in a single 

payment system; 

- achieve the full liberalization of the banking sector; 

- control the fiscal of the payment and implementation of the integration of 

relevant services into digital banking platforms. 
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